
REGISTER FOR THIS WEBINAR AT VERITEXT.COM/CEU

In this seminar we will gain an overview of
the role of AI in legal settings, how it’s
changing portions of the legal landscape
and critical considerations for ethical usage
and practice.

JOIN US FOR AN EXPLORATION OF
AI, ETHICS, AND THE LEGAL FIELD!

Veritext firmly believes that technology cannot replicate
the value or accuracy a trained officer of the court
provides. Our commitment to this gold standard service
model is a differentiator within the industry — as even
our most technologically advanced solutions rely on
trained, professional reporters to create and preserve 
the record and certify its accuracy.

GENERATIVE AI IN LEGAL TRANSCRIPTION
An exploration of the different types of AI, including
generative AI such as voice-to-text feeds and content
summarization tools.

AI IN LEGAL SUMMARY AND INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL IN LEGAL CONTEXTS
A tour of the pros and cons of AI assistive
summarization tools. Plus, key items to consider and
important ways clients, reporters and videographers
should view AI-generated content.

DATA PRIVACY AND ETHICS

A review of the confidentiality concerns that may
arise with certain AI training models, strategies to
safeguard sensitive and rights-managed information,
and key questions and security considerations for
clients when considering vendors who use AI
solutions and models.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
A review of the evolution of technology in court
reporting, as well as recent case studies and real-
world applications of both successful and
unsuccessful AI usage in legal proceedings.

DEEPFAKES AND LEGAL RECORDS
Is that evidence for real? Addressing the challenge 
of identifying and avoiding deepfakes and ways to
ensure the accuracy and integrity of legal transcripts.

THE GUARDIAN OF THE RECORD
Defining the critical and multi-faceted role of the
reporter as the officer of the court and guardian
of the record. 

INTERACTIVE Q&A WITH THE VPAC
The VPAC is a team of elite reporting and
videography professionals on the Veritext team
who share their knowledge across Veritext to result
in an enhanced experience for our Partners. 

CEU CREDIT IS PENDING FOR THIS WEBINAR
This brand new webinar is complimentary to
attend and is pending NCRA, AAERT & NVRA
CEU approval.

Veritext is the leader in deposition and litigation support solutions with a proven track record of industry excellence. For law firms and corporations, we
provide coverage across all of North America, state-of-the-art conference rooms, facilitate the connection with highly skilled reporters and videographers,
advanced technology, remote services, unparalleled client service, and on-time delivery. Our solutions utilize the latest easy-to-use technologies to
streamline the deposition process, and reliably handle the most complex cases. All of this combined with unmatched data security (including HIPAA and
PII compliance) ensure that Veritext clients have the best tools available and the confidence of working with the market leader. www.veritext.com

EXPLORE CRITICAL QUESTIONS & ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS RISING FROM AI TECHNOLOGIESEXPLORE CRITICAL QUESTIONS & ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS RISING FROM AI TECHNOLOGIES
HOW IS AI RESHAPING THE LEGAL FIELD AND ETHICAL STANDARDS?HOW IS AI RESHAPING THE LEGAL FIELD AND ETHICAL STANDARDS?

AI & THE RECORDAI & THE RECORD  
Balancing Artificial Intelligence Innovations, Best Practices, and Ethics in Legal ProceedingsBalancing Artificial Intelligence Innovations, Best Practices, and Ethics in Legal Proceedings  

FOR REPORTERSFOR REPORTERS  
& VIDEOGRAPHERS& VIDEOGRAPHERS


